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There are the amendments of PWM Mode of a timer pulse unit (TPU) in the SH7720 Group, the SH7721 Group, the SH7705 Group and the SH7730 Group.

(1) SH7720, SH7721 and SH7705 Group

Amendment

Original

Conditions of duty cycle 0% and 100% are shown below.
- Duty cycle 0% : The set value of the period register (TGRB) is TGRA + 1 for the duty register (TGRA).

Amended

Conditions of duty cycle 0% and 100% are shown below.
- Duty cycle 0% : The set value of the duty register (TGRA) is TGRB + 1 for the period register (TGRB).

(2) SH7730 Group

Amendment

Original

Conditions of duty cycle 0% and 100% are shown below.
- 0% duty: When periodic register (TPUn_TGRB) is set to the value equal to duty register TGRA + 1.

Amended

Conditions of duty cycle 0% and 100% are shown below.
- 0% duty: When duty register (TPUn_TGRA) is set to the value equal to periodic register TGRB + 1.